The energy spectrum of the cosmic radiation in the range 10 19 -2.4×10 21 eV has been recently predicted showing a rich and distinctive staircase profile. In order to check the prediction, the spectra measured 
: Energy spectra of the cosmic radiation measured by the TA [7] and Auger [6] experiments. There is a shift in the energy scales of about 15 per cent. expressed by the quantity JE γ where γ is the spectral index and J the differential flux. Details of the calculation can be found elsewhere [12] . Experimental data are from Auger (blue dots) [16] and TA (red dots) [17] experiments. The horizontal blue line is an extrapolation of the spectrum JE γ = 798.17 particles/m 2 s sr GeV 1.67 with a constant γ = 2.67 normalized to the Auger flux of 1.159×10 −24 particles/m 2 s sr GeV at 10 19 eV [16] .
straight line in fig. 2 at the coordinate of 790.7 in the unit specified. This blue line is an extrapolation of the spectrum above E L and it is only a visual guide.
The energy spectrum is forged in the pre-acceleration phase by a particle filter excluding the lightest particles from the acceleration cycle according to the arguments developed in the preceding work [12] .
The event suppression discovered by HiRes Collaboration [5] , the fifth stigma of the cosmic-ray spectrum, is just the energy where the sieving process initiates to show up and refers to protons, the lightest nuclei.
The lowest energy where the sieving process manifests itself is designated by E LIGA and concisely by E L as already noted. Once the value E L is correctly measured, the sieving points of all other cosmic nuclei are also assigned according to the rule E L (Z) = Z x E L [12] . Numerically, with the position E L = No nucleus of atomic number Z will compose the cosmic radiation above the energy Z x E L . Accordingly, in the energy range above 5.2×10 19 eV, quite amenable for TA and Auger instruments, protons and helium nuclei are thoroughly absent from the cosmic-ray spectrum.
Believing that the Auger energy scale in 2011 [15] were more reliable than that of the incipient TA detector, the value E L = 2.6×10 19 eV for protons has been adopted [see fig. 4 by the TA and Auger Groups and by consortia [24, 25] .
A priori, why the TA and Auger energy scales have to coincide within the systematic errors and not to diverge further? The consortium of fractions of TA and Auger Groups [24] aiming at to alleviate the flux gap problem in 2014 proposed a rigid shift of the energy scales by ± 8 per cent. With this eV according to updated cascade simulations [26] .
The systematic uncertainty in the energy scale of the Auger detector was 22 per cent [6] Both AGASA and Haverah Park detectors sampled secondary charged particles of atmospheric cascades at ground. It is believed that the density of such particles at about 600 meters from the cascade core is proportional to the primary nucleus energy and almost independent on the nuclear species up to 3×10 20 eV. This credence seemed to rely upon empirical evidence [32] but the independence from the nuclear species is surprising and strictly incorrect as follows from the analytical theories of atmospheric cascades ( N µ = k A β E 1−β where k is a constant, A is the mass number of the primary, β is the inelasticity in the range 0.13-1.15, E the energy of the primary nucleus and N µ the number of muons in the cascade above a specified threshold ).
The Haverah Park detector acquired data in the period 1968-1987 and the Group made the data analysis [1] , a conclusive analysis [8] , and hopefully, a terminating analysis [33] with an energy estimator tuned with the CORSIKA package believed to be more adequate than the previously adopted energy At this step a trivial but necessary remark is that if the Auger flux around 10 20 eV is basically correct, the fluxes of all other experiments are badly measured and incorrect, including those of the TA and YA Groups. However, the reverse might be true, in spite of the superior technical capability of the Auger instrument; it detects both florescence light and charged particles on the ground in a huge arena, a fraction of 0.001156 of the continental Argentina.
It is anticipated here that the Auger energy spectrum, besides the discrepancy with all other experiments, has intrinsic inconsistencies which emerge, for example, by charting the number of events above A restful note is that the flux gap problem in fig. 1 mitigates, by merely remembering that wide discrepancies in flux measurements using atmospheric showers are not new: for example CASA BLANCA
and DICE experiments did measure fluxes lower than a factor of 2 or more in face of other experiments in energy bands below 10 16 eV.
What is at stake with the energy scales of Auger and TA experiments
The equalization of the two cosmic ray fluxes of the vast TA and Auger instruments within their systematic errors is not only a superb technical challenge but it directly touches fundamental phenomena regarding Cosmology, Radio Astronomy and Cosmic Ray Physics.
The second fundamental piece of empirical evidence contradicting the interpretation of the spectral break discovered by the HiRes Group [5] in terms of GZK effect derives from the energy scale [11] . In fact, the deviation from a power-law extrapolation of the cosmic-ray spectrum reported in 2007 by the Auger Collaboration [6] takes place between 2.5×10 19 eV and 3.0×10 19 eV, not above this energy band.
According to this study and preceding ones [11, 12] on the GZK theme, the incipient deviation from a power-law extrapolation of the spectrum is localized at E L = 2. LIGA energy versus ankle energy the instrument for any reason undergoes an energy shift δE L in the vertical axis (liga energy), the corresponding ankle energy will be displaced by δE A so that the new coordinates of the measurement are:
Obviously, a similar behaviour is expected for a larger shift δ 2 E L (green square).
via an ultrasoft index such as 4.5 or 5.5 becomes viable avoiding an immediate rejection of the GZK effect by ritual statistical tests.
Calibration of the energy scales by the liga and ankle energies
The examination of the energy scales of Fly's Eye, HiRes monocular, HiRes stereo and TA detectors in the energy interval 5×10 17 -3×10 20 eV requires an adequate tool. This tool is a plane (see fig. 3 )
where the vertical axis is the liga energy, E L , and the horizontal axis is the ankle energy, E A .
Suppose that the event suppression [5] characterized by the energy E L does really exist ignoring the intriguing results of the data analyses of archaic detectors (AGASA, Haverah Park and SUGAR Groups). In this way a priori the doubts on the existence of the break are removed and only the exact value of the energy E L has to be measured and comfortably assessed. The measurements need precise and calibrated energy scales, or equivalently, small statistical and systematic errors.
The fourth stigma of the energy spectrum is the ankle which is located at the energy E A = 3.1×10
18 eV according to precision measurements of Fly's Eye experiment [21, 22] . The cosmic-ray spectrum comprised between E A and E L is amenable for energy calibration because is featured by a constant spectral index γ = 2.67 established by all experiments. The difference between the ankle energy and the liga energy are milestones, real basements, bi-pillars for energy calibration.
Suppose that the E L energy measured by an instrument via atmospheric cascades, due to the imperfect algorithms for energy assignment, results in a too high value (for example, 6×10 19 eV) with respect to the true value (imagine, for example, E L = 2.6×10 19 eV). In this condition the energy scale of the instrument is erroneously shifted upward, and consequently, the ankle energy E A will be dragged on toward unreal high values as well (rigid shift hypothesis of the energy scale). Fig. 3 shows an E L E A plane with a turquoise line arbitrarily positioned at an angle of 45 degrees. The turquoise line serves to comprehend the following reasoning.
The calibration marks E A and E L do exist in the cosmic-ray spectrum
) is a measurable physical quantity. Measurements of E L and E A by a sole instrument will lie on the turquoise line, and if the energy measurements are simply correct, they will occupy a single, unique, In spite of that, data represented by red triangles in fig. 5 unequivocally exhibit a drift of ankle energies toward ascending values, the same tendency of the Auger data.
2 The very core of the Telescope Array Collaboration are descendants of the HiRes experiment who are complemented with fragments of the AGASA Group, and of course, with new members. Presumably, this unique blend of minds is an excellent unbiased resource to perform correct measurements around 10 20 eV since they claimed [5] and disclaimed [3] at will the existence of the spectral break [5] . The description of the TA instrument is disseminated in many papers (see for example [36] ). 3 The HiRes I instrument derived from the ashes of Fly's Eye telescope that was dismantled after 1992, redeployed and paired at 13 km with the more powerful HiRes II in the new life of HiRes stereo born in 1999, and consequently, it is not surprising that these three instruments might have different systematic errors. Although the final exposure of HiRes stereo is modest ( ≈ 1500 km 2 sr year) compared to that of HiRes I (≈ 4500 km 2 sr year) a variety of crucial instrumental cross-checks could be performed with HiRes I and II operated in the stereo mode. For example, using gold-plated event samples, the energy resolutions of the separate detectors HiRes I and HiRes II could be measured. The HiRes I energy resolution turned out to be ≈ 15 per cent according to the data of fig. 8 of [37] . also [6] ).
According to the reasoning developed via the E L E A plane in the preceding Section 6, inevitably, an artificially high value of E L energy drags on the E A energy toward an artificially high value (Premise II). From these two premises descend the following conclusions:
first, the liga energy of (5.5 ± 0.5) by the Fly's Eye Group [22] and that of (4.5 ± 0.5)×10 18 eV by the HiRes Group [40] .
It is worth mentioning that the liga energy of 2.88×10 19 eV measured by the Auger experiment has been noticed and quoted by others [41] and it is not a biased interpretation of the energy spectrum made elsewhere [11] .
The E A and E L energies adopted in this work (e.g. E A = 3. The ascending values of the ankle energy versus time of the Auger experiment indicate that only the early values [6] are plausibly correct because the E A energy is close to 3.1×10 18 eV measured by Fly's Eye Group [21, 22] regarded as reference value in this paper. The measurements of the energy spectrum of the Yakutsk Array experiment report a few events above 10 20 eV [44] . In the very words of the YA Group in 2005 [44] : ". . . at present there are four events with E 0 > 9×10 19 eV that indicates to the absence of the GZK-cutoff of the spectrum but because of poor statistics and errors in energy determination this conclusion is not so reliable.". Moreover [30] :
"This steeping does not contradict to GZK cutoff but, probably, has a different astrophysical reason".
The steeping refers to the spectral break at 2.6 ×10 19 eV called in the present paper the liga effect. The YA energy spectra [30] along with the predicted spectrum (tiny green squares) [12] Table I ) is unique and powerful because is calorimetric via Cerenkov light and detects charged particles at ground and muons underground.
In 2014 the energy scale of the YA detector has been revised [30] and the energy spectra above 10
19
suffered downward rigid shifts in energy by a factor of 1.33 in comparison to previous reported spectra.
The revision of the YA energy scale, relying upon simulations of air cascades, is anyway disquieting because, primarily, is not the result of a measurement.
The attempt made in this paper to ascertain the consistency of the energy scales of the instruments detecting cosmic rays above 10 19 eV necessarily requires an evaluation of the ankle energy (see Section 6). In recent work of the YA Group [30] , where a reassessment of the protocol to assign event energies is discussed, the ankle energy is not evaluated. In another work, where the YA data samples are analyzed, the ankle energy is situated around 8×10 18 eV. These ankle energies are incompatible with all others determined via calorimetric measurements reported in figure 4 . In conclusion, since this study assumes the ankle energy of about 3.1×10 19 eV with a maximum uncertainty of 25 per cent, the quoted value of ≈ 8×10 18 eV by the Yakutsk Group [45] or that of (1.00 ± 0.01) ×10 19 eV recently estimated by a consortium [25] are incompatible with the premise I of this work (see Section 7).
Flexibility demands the vice versa: if the YA measurements of the ankle energy reported above are basically correct, the analysis of the energy scales made in this work is meaningless and misleading. It is difficult to imagine that Mother Nature distinguishes between Utah and Argentina using the directions of cosmic rays, from the galactic sources to the detectors. Also, it is unthinkable that the most sophisticated and large detector ever built might loose events at trigger level or have mundane failures in its operation. If so, the missing events above 10 20 eV in the Auger energy spectrum have to be in the collected data samples. Since aperture calculation at these extreme energies are reliable and almost constant, the protocol attributing event energies has to fail someway.
The unmotivated rescaling of the most energetic event mentioned in Section 5 indicates that event energies around 10 20 eV dance freely, up and down, in the Auger energy scale. The accordion effect, a jocose term introduced in Section 5 to designate a serious problem for the validation of the predicted spectrum [12] , alerts on the presence of severe distortions of the energy scales: ankles ascend the energy scale, the most energetic event descends it (see fig. 4 and 5).
In more practical terms: how many events from the Auger energy spectrum above 5×10 19 eV have to be rescaled upward in order to obtain the acceptable flux gap of 20 percent with the TA spectrum also in the energy interval (5-25)×10 19 eV?
Only a very few events, as Table 2 explicitly shows, using an arbitrary rescaling of the event energies.
It is worth to recall that the flux shift of 20 per cent is within the systematic errors of TA and Auger instruments and it is a reliable reference in the interval (0. [42] . This rescaling provides 56 events above 10 20 eV, compatible with 13 events of the TA Group, being the recent TA and Auger exposures, respectively, 8100 [43] and 42500 [42] . After the arbitrary rescaling the spectrum relaxes and decompresses attaining a maximum energy of 4.65×10 20 eV instead of 1.41×10 20 eV.
Presently, the rescaling reported in table 2 is just a product of imagination. Support to this imagination product comes from the comparison of the Auger energy spectrum of 2009 [9] to that of 2015 Computed spectrum .
Conclusions
The prediction [12] Table I ). It results:
(1) the predicted spectrum thoroughly agrees with that measured by the Telescope Array Collaboration ( fig. 8 and 2 ) and with trend of the chemical composition of the same experiment above 10
19
as debated in Section 3 of ref. [14] .
(2) A validation of the spectrum profile in terms of the liga effect in the range 2.6×10 19 -8×10 19 eV comes from the Auger data reported in the year 2009 [9] shown in fig. 7 . The liga effect was conceived and described in previous works [12, 13, 19] . The spectrum descends by steps, echoing that of fig. 3 of the prediction [12] , and not by a smooth profile compatible with a single slope.
Presently, the precise silhouette of the spectrum is measurable only by the Auger instrument due to its overwhelming statistical precision (TA statistical errors still remain large to discern the staircase pattern). [14] ; also [11] ).
